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Abstract. A widespread search strategy employed by predators in both vertebrate and invertebrate phyla is the well-known area-restricted search strategy. The generality, simplicity, and e€ectiveness of this strategy have made it emerge many times during the course of natural selection. In this work, an arti®cial intelligence state-space search procedure is developed using search guidelines gleaned from the foraging behavior of predators. This procedure, which we call predatory search, has been implemented on a NP-Hard combinatorial problem: the traveling salesman problem. Numerical results are presented for a limited set of benchmark problems, and area-restricted search seems to be e€ective: We have been able to ®nd the optimal solution to, among others, a 400-city Manhattan problem.



1 Introduction Massively multimodal NP-Hard problems constitute a great challenge to the ®elds of arti®cial intelligence, operations research, and, more broadly, discrete mathematics. These problems are characterized by the combinatorial explosion of the number of possibilities as a function of its variables. An elegant theory shows that these problems are transformable to each other, such that an e�cient algorithm could solve them all, if such an algorithm exists. Unfortunately, there are strong arguments against this possibility (Garey and Johnson 1979), and researchers generally believe this class marks the start of computational intractability. The problem of this class with which we will be concerned is the wellknown traveling salesman problem. With many industrial applications and of great theoretical importance, research over the traveling salesman problem ± hereafter TSP ± lies at the heart of computer science and operations research. One distinguished feaCorrespondence to: Alexandre Linhares (e-mail: [email protected], fax: +55-12-345-6375)



ture of the problem is its mix of easy statement and hard solution, and it has become over time a benchmark problem for combinatorial optimization algorithms. The problem consists on the minimization of the round trip tour across n cities on the salesman route, usually formulated as follows: let the cyclic permutation p represent the order of the cities on the salesman route. Let the matrix Cij contain the associated cost of travel from city i to city j. For all purposes, we will be concerned with the symmetric problem, where Cij ˆ Cji for all i, j. The problem then becomes the minimization of the cost function Z, de®ned as: Zˆ



n X



Cp…i†p…i ‡ 1†



…1†



iˆ1



recall that p is cyclic, so n+1 actually means 1. The TSP has long been proved as an NP-Hard problem, even when the cities are distributed over Euclidean or even Manhattan geometries (Papadimitriou 1977), which suggests that all exact algorithms have exponential time growth as a function of n. In fact, our formulation of the problem has (n ± 1)!/2 solutions for n cities. The intractability of exact enumeration solution methods is therefore obvious, and we will be concerned with approximate solution schemes. One recent line of approach to the TSP is based on metastrategies. These metastrategies de®ne the problem as one of state-space search and employ general tactics to overcome the many local minima of the solution space. Some of these strategies have been derived from biology as, for example, evolutionary strategies (Fogel 1988), genetic algorithms (PaÂl 1993; Ambati et al. 1991), neural networks (Hop®eld and Tank 1985), and ant colonies (Colorni et al. 1991; Dorigo et al. 1996), among others.1 It is important to note that while these bio1 Another related nature-inspired approach is the well-known method of simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983; Cerny 1985). An interesting but unrelated method is the DNA molecular computation (Adleman 1994) model, which also seems to be able to ®nd solutions to intractable problems
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optimization strategies are based on biological phenomena, they are not actual simulations of these phenomena. Such simulations, if achievable at all, constitute tasks of much greater complexity (Dyer 1995). These strategies are able to solve the TSP with varying degrees of success. In Colorni et al. (1996), it is pointed out that these strategies have to strike a balance between two con¯icting alternatives: (1) exploitation, i.e., to search thoroughly in promising areas, and (2) exploration, i.e., to move to distant areas potentially better than the actual one. It turns out that many predatory animals also have to deal with this con¯ict when searching for prey, and through natural selection they have developed interesting search strategies. In this work, we suggest a heuristic algorithm that resembles the way these predator species deal with this con¯ict. The predatory search algorithm is gleaned from a wellknown predatory search strategy, namely area-restricted search behavior. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a brief description of the foraging behavior of search-intensive predators and points out two search guidelines gleaned from it. Section 3 presents some mathematical de®nitions and the predatory search algorithm, followed by the numerical results for some benchmark instances, including a 400-city Manhattan problem solved to optimality. Problems and instances for which the algorithm should perform especially well or especially badly are discussed, and the conclusion points to some future research questions. 2 Animal behavior: the foraging process of predators Studies about the foraging behavior of predators constitute a major line of research in the ®elds of, for example, ecology, evolution, and ethology. These studies have separated the foraging process of predators into three distinct parts: (1) First, predators must search for prey; (2) then, they pursue and attack it; and (3) ®nally, handle and digest it (O'Brien et al. 1990). Of course, each of these steps requires di€erent costs per predator species (Gri�ths 1980). Take lions, for example: Since their prey ± usually zebras or gazelles ± is large and easily spotted in their habitat, there is no great cost involved in searching. The phases of pursuit and attack (in which the risk of a fatality applies to the attacker) and handling and digestion (in which other creatures show up to join the meal) are of greater concern to such a predator. Now, contrast that to a bird or to a lizard preying on small insects: Their small size (sometimes less than 1/100th of the predator) makes them extremely hard to ®nd, and many are needed for consumption. For these creatures, the search phase is much more important than the attack or handling phases. It is therefore expected that, over the course of natural selection, these creatures have evolved e�cient search strategies (Bell 1990; O'Brien et al. 1990). One of the best known search strategies used by search-intensive predators consists of the following. The predator initially searches the environment in a



straightforward way. However, when confronted with prey, predators promptly change their movement patterns, slowing down and making frequent turns. By keeping close to the point of prey capture, predators aim to spot consecutive nearby prey. This is the well-known area-restricted search strategy, documented in species as di€erent as birds (Smith 1974), lizards (Huey and Pianka 1981), numerous predatory insects, and host-seeking parasites (Nakamuta 1985), among others. This predatory behavior is seen as adaptive and e�cient for various habitats and prey distributions (Smith 1974). For example, if prey are clustered or randomly distributed over the search space, area-restricted search can maximize the search success by ®nding consecutive nearby prey and avoiding long paths without success. An impressive account of the adaptability of this strategy to diverse prey distributions is given in the classical study of Smith (1974): His experiments document predators spending time proportional to the number of prey in the area in question, thereby showing an e�cient cost-bene®t ratio over many di€erent prey distributions. In fact, this predatory strategy imposes so much pressure on the prey that Nobel laureate ethologist Niko Tinbergen suggested his famous ``spacing out hypothesis'': By spacing out, prey can obtain some extra security against predators. This spacing out strategy would then be of great survival value for the prey (Tinbergen et al. 1967). Engaging on intensive, area-restricted search after prey confrontation is a very general search strategy, widely used by search-intensive predators throughout both vertebrate and invertebrate phyla. We believe that this strategy is successful because it strikes a good balance between search exploration and search exploitation of potentially good areas. We also believe that a parallel of this search strategy can be traced for computational state-space search problems. In order to do so, we suggest the following search guidelines (and the corresponding implementation). 2.1 Search guideline 1 Move extensively across the search space, using all available information to give the search directions. If a search event occurs (prey is found/a new best overall solution is found), use search guideline 2 to intensify the search around that point. Predators frequently move in a straightforward manner until confronted with prey, their movement patterns being guided by the information obtained from their senses (pheromones, search image, etc.) as the predator samples the environment. However, when confronted with prey (search event), predators turn to area-restricted search in one intensi®ed e€ort towards consecutive prey capture. Guideline 1 can be easily used for the TSP and related problems: As the algorithm samples the solution space, moving from each solution to one slightly di€erent, it repeatedly selects the best solution in a subset of neighboring solutions as the one to move to (the infor-
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the solution space. Solutions are represented by the numbered circles, with their corresponding cost projected over the Z-axis. Note that the algorithm cannot hold this graph in memory; it only works with the present solution and dynamically computes its possible neighbors. In this ®gure, solution 1 is considered to be the best overall one, but nothing prevents the algorithm from discovering a solution x that holds an even better cost and is a neighbor of one of these displayed solutions. Some restrictions to search areas are also presented: Solution 1 holds a path to solution 12 over Restriction[3], but not over Restriction[2]. From solution 1, we have the following sets with their corresponding restrictions: Restriction[0]: {1}; Restriction[1]: {1, 2}; Restriction[2]: {1, 2, 4, 6}; Restriction[3]: all solutions in the ®gure



mation that is used is the cost of neighboring solutions). If a new best overall solution is found (search event), the search should be intensi®ed in a restricted area around this improving point, as set out in search guideline 2. 2.2 Search guideline 2 After a search event, intensify the search by restricting it to a small (potentially good) area. This area restricted search is directed at consecutive nearby search events. As time passes with no further search events, gradually augment the search space, until a `give up' instant, and then return to search guideline 1. Predators restrict their search area after prey capture (search event) by slowing down and making frequent turns. In order to restrict the TSP search area, all that has to be done is to put an upper bound such that any uphill move that may transpose it is forbidden (lower bounds are naturally given by local/global minima of the problem). This upper bound, which we call a restriction, will then de®ne a restricted search space of solutions, which corresponds to a cup in Hajek (1988). In order to gradually augment the search space, a list of increasing restriction levels ± representing larger search areas ± is used. Guideline 1 is obviously concerned with the exploration of the search space by extensive search. On the other hand, guideline 2 is associated with the exploitation of potentially good areas, implemented via intense,



area-restricted search. In order to simplify the implementation, instead of using distinct procedures for each guideline, we suggest that a more general procedure be used, by setting a large restriction level when in regular search (so that it does not restrain the space of solutions) and, alternatively, by setting a low restriction level when in area-restricted search. We can now provide the details of predatory search. 3 Predatory search We de®ne a combinatorial optimization problem as the dual (W, Z), where W is the set of solutions and the function Z : W ® Â maps each solution to its corresponding cost. The goal of a combinatorial minimization problem is to ®nd a solution s* Î W such that Z(s*) £ Z(s) for all s Î W. We assume that for each s Î W there is a set N(s) Ì W, known as the neighborhood of s, and a small subset N 0 …s†  N …s†, which contains 5% of the elements of N(s). A transformation from a solution s to a solution in N(s) is called a move. A move in the TSP is composed of a path reversal: given any solution, a sub sequence of cities p(q), p(q+1),   , p(q+r) is selected and reversed to p(q+r),   , p(q+1), p(q), transforming the original solution in a new one. The choice of q and r can either give a shorter TSP tour or a longer one, provided they exist in N(s). Given any solution s and by combining all possible choices of q and r, we can derive the neighborhood of s. A solution t is reachable from s if there is a path, i.e., a sequence of states s ˆ x0, x1,   , xm ˆ t such that xk+1 Î N(xk) holds for all integer-positive k < m (Hajek 1988). If for some R Î Â we have Z(xk) £ R for all states in the path, then we say that this path respects restriction R. We therefore de®ne the function A : W ´ Â ® 2W as the set A(s, R) Ì W of all solutions t reachable from s on which the respective path respects restriction R. That is, given a new best solution b and a restriction R, a restricted search area around b will be de®ned, as in Fig. 1. In order to implement a gradually increasing search area around the best solution found, we de®ne an ordered list of n+1 restriction levels Restriction[L], where n is the number of cities and L Î {0,1,  ,n} is called the level of the restriction.
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Figure 1 shows a sketch of the solution space, along with some examples of restricted search areas around the best solution found. The main iteration of the algorithm is derived from guideline 1: Sample the neighborhood and, if the best solution found in the sample holds a lower cost than restriction L, make it the new solution and start over. For all practical purposes, our algorithm examines at each step a small subset, namely 5% of the neighborhood. The whole set N(s) is not analyzed as: (1) It is an O(n2) time-consuming operation, and (2) it would make the algorithm impractical, running on inde®nite cycles [note that the best solution is accepted even if it holds a higher cost than the current solution, and that after moving out of a local minimum, the algorithm would necessarily return to it, because that move would be the best one in N(s)]. After each tentative move, the algorithm increments a counter that holds the number of iterations spent in that area. As this counter reaches a critical point, the restriction level L is incremented, in order to gradually augment the search area. Now, when L reaches ën/20û, meaning that the algorithm has e€ectively searched for an improving solution in many levels without success, the algorithm ``gives up'' on area-restricted search, by setting a high value for L (L ˆ n)ën/20û). This large value represents the cost of one of the worst solutions sampled when building the restriction list, and the algorithm, given a large search area to explore, soon moves out of the original restricted area. Some special processing is done whenever a new improving solution is found: (1) Obviously, b is updated with the new best solution; (2) the list of restriction levels is recomputed from the neighborhood of b (see below); and (3) L is set to zero, so that the algorithm will look for subsequent improvements from position b before moving on. This is the moment when area-restricted search is triggered: Our implementation of predatory search can be seen as `preying on improving solutions', instead of `preying on very good solutions'. An alternative approach could trigger area-restricted search under less strict conditions, such as when a reasonably good solution (but not an improving one) is found in regular search.



the smallest jump possible to scape b (in case of a local minimum), and as the restriction level L grows, the search area A(b, Restriction[L]) is gradually increased. A pseudocode version of the algorithm is presented below.



3.1 Computing the list of restriction levels



We have selected for the numerical experiments a set of four classic TSP con®gurations. The ®rst three ± Berlin 52, Padberg-Rinaldi 124 (PR124) and Rattled Grid 195 (RAT195) ± are taken from the benchmark problem library TSPLIB (Reinelt 1991), and the fourth one consists of a grid-like con®guration of cities distributed over the Manhattan geometry (Problem Manhattan 400, or M400). This last one has been used in, for example Cerny (1985), but with a much smaller number of cities. Figure 2 displays the interaction between the best solution cost, Z(b), the actual solution cost, Z(s), and the actual restriction, Restriction[L], as the algorithm converges. As the number of iterations grow, the algorithm dynamically manages the restriction levels, in order to implement either area-restricted search or regular



The list of restriction levels needs to be recomputed when a new best overall solution is found, for a restricted search area should be de®ned around this new improving point. In order to build a list adaptable to widely di€erent TSP topologies, the following scheme is used: The restriction levels from 1 to n are computed from a sample of n solutions on the neighborhood N(b) (note that b is the new improving solution). The corresponding costs of these neighboring solutions, representative of the `jumps' necessary to leave b (which is probably a local minimum) are then ordered and put on the restriction list on positions [1. . .n]. Restriction[0] carries the new value of Z(b). Restriction [1] will carry



while L < n Construct N'(s) by sampling 5% of N(s) proposal ˆ {xj x Î N ¢(s) and " y ÎN ¢(s), Z(x)  Z (y)} if proposal Î A(b,Restriction(L)) then solution ˆ proposal if Z(solution) < Z(b) then recompute Restriction Lev els for L ˆ {0, 1,. . ., n} Lˆ0 b ˆ solution else counter ˆ counter+1 if counter > (3 n) then counter ˆ 0 L ˆ L+1 if L ˆ ë(n/20)û then L ˆ n ) ë(n/20)û end_while



Three speci®c parameters have been set after some experimentation (see pseudocode): (1) The percentage of the neighborhood evaluated at each step was 5% of the n2)n possible neighbors; (2) the number of restriction levels in area-restricted search and regular search, for which we used integer division of the number of cities, ën/20û restriction levels for each search mode; and (3) the counter threshold for the incrementation of restriction level L, for which 3n was used. The algorithm is made to stop when ën/20û levels in regular search are tried without discovering a new improving solution. In selecting these parameters, we gave priority to the quality of the ®nal solutions, therefore the running time of the algorithm grows relatively rapidly in relation to the size of the problem. Alternative parameter settings should make the algorithm considerably faster, but the ®nal solutions will be of much lower quality. 4 Numerical results
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Best Average Median Worst



Berlin52



PR124



RAT195



M400



0:00:01 0:00:05 0:00:04 0:00:09



0:00:29 0:01:00 0:00:57 0:01:42



0:06:43 0:10:46 0:10:35 0:17:23



0:58:30 1:17:40 1:17:41 1:44:54



Table 2. Deviation from optimal solution



Fig. 2. Search evolution. This ®gure presents the relationship between the actual restriction, the cost of the actual solution, and the cost of the best overall solution found as a function of the number of steps of the algorithm. The data were sampled over the execution of the algorithm, at every 100 steps. During this run, there are 5 improvements, and 4 are made during area-restricted search. Notice how, after each improvement, the restriction is lowered. The restriction imposes strong pressure for the algorithm to improve the best solution within that restricted area. What results is, in many cases, the best solution contained in that restricted area. After some iterations, the restriction level is gradually raised, giving more freedom to the search. After some time without improvement, the restriction level is made so large that it no longer makes a di€erence. The best overall result achieved in this run was 59092 (Problem PadbergRinaldi 124 with optimal value 59030)



search. As can be seen, at each solution improvement, the restriction is lowered and then gradually raised. A low restriction imposes a strong pressure on the algorithm to ®nd the best solution contained in that restricted area (note that this datum was sampled over 100 iterations and does not represent a step-by-step execution). From a standpoint of robustness, it is important to study the results of the algorithm over many executions. Table 1 presents the running times for 50 executions of the algorithm for each problem considered. As has been mentioned, the priority in the parameter settings was over ®nal solution quality, and the running time grows



Average Median Worst solution



Berlin52



PR124



RAT195



M400



2.27% 0.00% 8.42%



1.58% 1.71% 6.95%



1.40% 1.29% 3.62%



0.07% 0.00% 0.20%



by approximately O(n2) as the number of cities. Table 2 presents results on the deviation from the optimal solution over the same 50 executions. Since the four problems have been solved to optimality at least once, the best solutions are not considered in the table. Figure 3 presents the distribution of results in 50 executions of the algorithm. Optimal tours obtained are also shown. For each problem, the algorithm has obtained di€erent distributions. (a) In Berlin52, the optimal solution was found a large number of times (26), due to the relatively small number of cities. Other solutions are clustered around cost 7760 and cost 8000. The worst solution found in 50 runs was 8177. (b) Problem PR124 also displayed two clusters of solutions around costs 59100 and 60000. The optimal solution, with cost 59030, was found 6 times. The worst solution found in 50 runs was 63131. (c) Problem RAT195 shows a ``normal'' distribution around cost 2350. The optimal solution was found 4 times. The worst solution found in 50 runs was 2407. (d) Problem M400 displays an impressive result: di€erent optimal solutions were found 33 times, and the worst solutions found in all 50 runs hold the next-best tour cost. Problems of this pathological structure are especially well handled by predatory



Fig. 3. Distribution of 50 runs of predatory search for each problem. Optimal tours obtained are also shown
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Fig. 4a±d Solution improvements over search mode. a Average number of improving solutions found within restriction level 0, other arearestricted search levels, and regular search. b Percentage of improvements in each of the three modes. c and d display details of the graphs above, showing the very small number, in absolute and relative terms, of improvements found during regular search



search. For example, in a 100-cities problem (10 ´ 10 grid), optimal solutions were found in 70% of executions. The next ®gure suggests why predatory search is so e€ective in this type of problem. Figure 4 indicates how solution improvements were found in relation to the search mode: For each of the problems, improving solutions were found a large majority of times under restriction level 0. This is easily explained since the algorithm starts from arbitrary solutions, and many consecutive improvements under restriction level 0 are found until a local minimum is reached. In comparison with restriction level 0, as shown in Fig. 4a and b, the other area-restricted search levels of each problem were less able to ®nd improving solutions. However, when compared with the number of improving solutions found in regular search, as in Fig. 4c and d, area-restricted search was much more e€ective (even with improvements in Restriction[0] discarded). This is very interesting since many well-known algorithms are based on regular search only (and miss improving solutions because of their inherent inability to intensify the search around improving points). As can be seen in Fig. 4d, there were no solution improvements over regular search on the Manhattandistributed problem: Global optimal solutions were obtained with all improvements done during area-restricted search. The topology of this problem has many improving solutions near each other, and predatory search takes advantage of this fact, repeatedly ®nding consecutive improvements within restricted search areas. From an operations research standpoint, we would like to point out three limitations of predatory search. (1) It is not the fastest, nor the best algorithm for the TSP, as some operations researchers, using sophisticated mathematical structures, have been able to solve to optimality some special instances of up to thousands of cities (nevertheless, our algorithm is much easier to implement, and we believe it can be applied to other combinatorial optimization problems in a straightfor-



ward manner). (2) There are no guarantees as to how close to the optimum the best solution found will be, for Papadimitriou and Steiglitz (1977) have proved these guarantees impossible for polynomial-time local search algorithms (unless P ˆ NP). Limitations (1) and (2) also apply to the bio-optimization algorithms cited in Sect. 1. Limitation (3) is inherently connected to predatory search: We believe that it should perform poorly in the `perverse' instances suggested by Papadimitriou and Steiglitz (1978), for these problems should not have consecutive improvements reachable within a few movements. A further study will approach those problems. 5 Discussion We have been able to ®nd the optimal solution to TSPs of up to 400 cities using a state-space search strategy gleaned from animal behavior. The main idea of predatory search is to make an intensi®ed search e€ort around each point of improvement, such that if there is another even better solution nearby, it is more likely to be found. This is implemented via area-restricted searching around the improving point for some iterations. In the TSP experiments, the vast majority of solution improvements were found during area-restricted search. This area-restricted search, followed by extensive moves, is a behavior widely studied in search-intensive predator species throughout both vertebrate and invertebrate phyla. We believe an analogous procedure is of use to some computational problems that have not yielded to e�cient mathematical analysis. One interesting point remains to be studied: The `cycling' behavior displayed by the algorithm. Whenever an optimization algorithm returns to a solution already visited, we say that a cycle has occurred. In predatory search, cycling occurs many times ± especially during area-restricted search. As we see it, predatory search
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gains information as cycling occurs: as the algorithm repeatedly ®nds the same best solution in a small search area, it becomes more certain about the optimality of that solution (in respect to the restricted area). Since there are algorithms based on the opposite philosophy of preventing cycles at all times (i.e., taboo search), predatory search innovates in this aspect. We are now studying the extent of cycling behavior in predatory search in comparison with other arti®cial intelligencebased search strategies. It is also interesting to point out that predators pass over the same point many times when in area-restricted search (Smith 1974), in order to make sure they have not missed any prey. Again, as a ®nal remark, the skeptical reader might argue that predatory search does not simulate a complex behavior such as the one presented by predators in natural settings. That is true. We do not claim to be simulating animal behavior, for, as has been clearly pointed out in the literature, `the sensing, locomotive, manipulative and social skills exhibited by (¼) animals (¼) completely eclipse any kind of robotic behavior produced so far' (Dyer 1995). However, we do believe that there is insight to be gained from behavioral adaptations, and we do claim to be using, quite successfully, a simple heuristic that has found its way in nature. Acknowledgements. This work was partially funded by the FAPERJ and CAPES Foundations. I am especially grateful to Antonio De Bellis for introducing me to animal behavior back in 1994. His sudden death a year later was a great personal loss to me and to all those who knew him. I would like this paper to be a postmortem expression of gratitude to him.
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